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In summary, the data from the present experiment
indicate that the hierarchy of MLD's is the same in simultaneous and temporal masking; however, there are
differences in the amount of additional masking obtained
across

monaural

forward-backward

and binaural

conditions

masking procedure.

in the combined

These results

were viewed as indicating that the temporal (phase) and
intensive information associated with temporally separated maskers and signals combine within the nervous

system differently for binaural processing than for
mortaural processing.
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This correspondence
describes
a computer-derived
low-frequencyauditoryspeechcode.The codeemploys
only three low-frequencytonesconsistingof sine waves,or narrow-bandnoise, plus overall amplitude
control.The frequencies
of the tonesare a functionof the threehighest-amplitude
formantsin the speech
signal..A report of preliminarygestsof the ability of normal-hearingand heating-impairedsubjectsto learn
common words and to discriminatewords of a diagnosticrhyme test is given.
PACS numbers: 43.70.Gr, 43.66.Ts, 43.70.Dn, 43.70.Jt.

INTRODUCTION

Simple amplification is not adequate for aiding all
hearing-impaired persons--particularly those who are
severely impaired. We subscribe to the view that wearable speech-coding reception aids hold the most promise for providing severely hearing-impaired users
meaningful speecS-related inputs. Coded speech can be

presentedvia visual, tactile, or auditorymodes. (See
Refs. 1-5 for examples and discussion of various of
these codes.) We have chosen an auditory code over
visual or tactile codes because it is comparatively easy
to implement and it frees the other senses to perform
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their normal functions.

To be successful,

low-frequen-

cy auditory codes must be sufficiently complete to allow
the discrimination of significant distinctions in the language. We have addressed the problem of obtaining
such a speech code, but the question of the utility of the
code by severely hearing-impaired subjects is still open
because of lack of extensive training and testing.
I. DESCRIPTION

OF CODE

AND

EXPERIMENT

Formant frequencies and amplitudes and voiced-unvoiced information which have been used to synthesize

intelligiblespeech
6 were chosenas the speechparamCopyright
¸ 1977 bythe Acoustical
Societyof America
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I. Pure-tone

1380

audiograms for better ear of sen-

sorineural hearing-impaired
below normal threshold

subjects.

learning new sounds, the test was used in a form where

(Losses in dB

two rhyming words were presented and the subject

[ISO]. )

merely

Frequency (Hz)
Subject

250

500

SN1 (oral)

10

3(J

SN2
SN3
SN4
SN5
SN6

65
55
60
85
85

80
70
85
90
90

(oral)
(oral)
(oral)
(manual)
(manual)

1000

indicated whether the two were the same or dif-

ferent. A pair such as "feel-veal" was presented as

2000

one of four combinations(feel-feel, feel-veal, veal-feel,

4000

55

80

80

90
95
100
100
100

90
100
95
100
110

90

veal-veal) chosenrandomly. The codedwords were
presented to the subjects on a random basis via headphones at a level of 80 dBA for normals and a most-

comfortable level for sensorineurals.

100
**ø
'''

of each word for each talker

II. RESULTS

AND

Only one token

was used.

DISCUSSION

Six normal-hearing

subjects were able to learn the

eters to be coded. Tape-recorded speech was low-pass

coded 20 most-common

filtered at 4.5 kHz, digitized at 10000 samples/sec,

intelligibility level of 85% in an average of 4.3 h per

and stored on disk. A 25.6-msec sample was analyzed
every 10 msec and the analysis parameters stored. A
linear prediction method was used to obtain a smoothed
spectrum, and the peaks picked by a' second derivative.

subject. Learning the same words produced by a second male talker required only 1.7 h, and for a female
talker required only 1.8 h. Informal tests showed that

method.?Thefrequencies
of thethree highest-ampli-

training, then a month's absence, most of the words

tude peaks were chosen to represent the desired formants. Each formant frequency was divided by 4 to
place it in a low-frequency range, and a frequency of
100 Hz was addedto each to bring the lowest frequen-

are remembered, and brief review brings the level of
remembering up to previous levels. Results of the dis-

the coded words

words for a male talker

are retained

so that after

crimination test appear in Table II.

to an

a few hours

The speech codes

for rhyming words produce differences that are mostly

cies up where better time resolution and better cou-

discriminated by normal-hearing subjects as shown in

pling to the ear are obtained. This resulted in changing
a nominal formant frequency range of 200-4000 Hz to
a range of 150-1100 Hz. Three computer-generated
sine wavesthen represented the three transposedformant frequencies which were smoothly interpolated from
one 10-msec interval to the next. For unvoicedspeech,
each sine wave was modulated with low-pass-filtered
noise. The voice-noise decision was made using zero
crossings and slope changes. The overall amplitude of
the three waves was varied according to the overall amplitude of the input speech signal, but the individual for-

the secondcolumn. (We haveincludedthe intelligibility

mant amplitudes were maintained

in the fixed ratio

•

A• :A•. :A s= 1.0: 0.5:0.33 because informal listening
tests of the transposedcodeby normal-hearing subjects
showed no apparent advantage gained by using a variable
ratio between the amplitudes. The three signals were
addedand stored for later outputvia D/A converter and
headphones. No effort was made to incorporate fundamental frequency in the code.

scores of uncodedspeech by normal-hearing subjects
in the first column for comparison. However, direct
comparison is not entirely valid as one would normally
expect discrimination to be better than intelligibility. )
Since the low-frequency code tested here is not recognizable as speech, it is not immediately obvious how
much speech information has been lost in the coding
process. (The 91% discrimination score for the code

versus a 95%intelligibility score for uncodedspeech
gives some indication.) The codingprocess is most
degrading for nasality and least degrading for voicing
as can be seen by comparing the discrimination

incorporated

1)reliminary tests were chosen to provide an indication of the possible utility of the transposed speech code,
but at the same time avoiding extensive training with
hearing-impaired subjects. Interactive testing was not
possible because the computer system used to generate
the code runs

in several

hundred

times

real

time.

isolated,

English words.

in the code.

The ability of the hearing-impaired subjectsto discriminate the speech attributes is much poorer than for
the normals,

as seen in column 3 of Table II.

The

reasons for the differences are not completely clear.

The

first test required normal-hearing subjects to learn 20
most-common,

and

intelligibility scores for normals. However, it is significant that codedwords can be distinguished, learned,
and remembered and,that learning is at least partially
transferable from speaker to speaker. Thus, it appears that a significant amount of speech information is

The second

test employed the 96 rhyming word pairs of Form IV of

the DiagnosticRhymeTests whichusesdifferent initial
consonants to test the presence or absence of six
speech attributes: voicing, nasality, sustention, sibilation, graveness, and compactness. This test was administered to both normal-hearing and sensorineural

subjects. (Table I showsthe pure-toneaudiogramsfor
the better ear of the sensorineural subjects. Subjects
SN5 and SN6 had no spoken language and the other four

hadpoor spokenEnglish.) To avoidthe necessityof

TABLE II. Intelligibility of speech and discriminability of
speech code.

Intelligibilitya

Discriminability

Discriminability

Speech

of speech

of code

of code

by sensorineurais

attribute

by normals

by normals

Voicing

99

96

Nasaiity
Sibilation

99
98

89
92

Sustention
Compactness
Graveness
Overall

96
95
86
95

90
90
88
91

81

•

65
65
63
58
65
66

aTaken from Keeler et al. 1976.
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TABLE III.

Overall discriminability

asymptotic limits.

of speech code for indi-

vidual hearing-impaired subjects over several trials.

(When

not all 96 word pairs were used in the test, the number of
pairs used are shown in parentheses. )

tailored

subject

I

2

3

SN1

SN2

38

60

38

34(15)

SN3

66

66

74

............

SN4

56

..................

SN5

56

48

...............

SN6

60

74

78

4

5

6

7

86(15)

76(25)

74(50)

68

78

44(15)

60 a

62

......

Function.
............
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Erratum:
"Small-vibration
theoryof theclarinet"
[J.
Acoust.
Soc.Am.35, 305-313(1963)]anda discussion
of air-column parameters
John

Backus

Universityof SouthernCalifornia,LosAngeles,California90007
(Received 20 January 1977)

An error in an earlierarticleis correctedand its consequences
assessed.
Usefulexpressions
for air-column
parametersare given,expressed
in termsof the Q of the column.
PACS numbers: 43.75.Ef, 43.20.Mv, 43.10.Vx, 99.10.+g

In an earlier article • there was developeda theory

damental error in the derivation in that paper so that it

to account for the fact that the playing frequency of the

W{11
notbe perpetuated
further in otherwork, andalso

clarinet is somewhat below the corresponding resonance frequency of the air column of the instrument.
The purpose of this letter is to correct a small but fun-

to use the opportunity to give useful expressions for
quantities of importance in calculating air-column
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resonances and impedances.
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